
Front view of new 4000 sq ft home in Toquerville,
Utah



Rear view



Installing Pol e Force fabric over entire roof

First coat of Thermo-shield is rolled onto OSB



Fabric is set into wet Thermo-shield



Using a dry roller cover to press fabric
into wet Thermo-shield



Home owner loves the fact that this is a system that
he can do himself, very easily and there is no

expensive equipment needed.



With some help I was able to get 1st coat and fabric set in 2 days.
Then we got some rain and I did have a couple of areas that

leaked. When I inspected the roof, I discovered that there were a
couple of areas where the coating had dried and the fabric was

not adhered



The Thermo-shield Rep advised me to simply lift the loose areas
and apply more Thermo-shield under the fabric and brush the

fabric down. Worked great. Got the second coat on and another
bigger storm soaked the area but not one drop got in my house



Fabric in valley onFabric in valley on
small cricket



Roof is complete. Notice where roof
system comes right over parapet

walls and onto exterior OSB



4 coats of Thermo-shield in the field and all parapet
walls have been coated with fabric and Thermo-

shield.



From outside edge to inside edge and across the
entire roof there are no joints or seams in

The Thermo-shield Roof system
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Detail of parapet wall and scupper



Scupper, crickets, and parapets



I bid this roof with The Duralast PVC single ply membrane
and had bids of $18-$22,000.00. My Thermo-shield system

cost about $6,000.00 and maybe 100 hours of labor.
THANK YOU THERMO-SHIELD



When sheet rockers where taping and mudding the walls, they
commented that I must have INCREDIBLE INSULATION in my roof
because the house is staying so cool THE MUD IS NOT DRYING. We
have had a few days in the mid 90’s yet my home stays in the

70’s and THE AC UNIT has not even turned on



A true Thermo-shield show home. Thermo-shield
Roof. Exterior is scratch coat of cement stucco with

Thermo-shield Exterior for Color
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Thermo-shield Exterior



Rear view



Thermo-shield Exterior on back of home

Home also has Thermo-shield Interior throughout
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Now that’s a satisfied customer !


